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Re-Installation of the XCS Backup Wallet
(Windows)
There are 2 ways to reinstall a xcs Wallet Backup on your PC for Windows.

ALT. 1
You already have a Wallet from previous
FOLLOWING THINGS MUST BE DONE BEFORE REINSTALLATION:
zz ALWAYS MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A BACKUP
1. CLOSE WALLET AND DELETE FROM TASKBAR.
2. Remove ALL APPLICATIONS / PROGRAMS OF WALLET
(desktop, taskbar, file explorer, and other places).
3. Type % APPDATA% in the SEARCH Field beside the START button,
Check / find coin folder (CYBCSEC).
4. Do you have a CybCSec folder from previous? Change the name of this CYBCSEC folder.
5. Type OLD_cybcsec and enter.
(This MUST be done if you do NOT, then the new program will NOT be reinstalled. It will ignore
the installation, because the program exists previous and there is a conflict)
6. Download a NEW WALLET from, for example, www.cybcsec.com
Download, open and extract the file, for example, save the file to desktop so it’s easy to find
later
7. Start up the wallet file (as you just downloaded). Once it’s up and running and sync starts,
then ensure that the program is attached/pinned to the tool bar, and then close it, by clicking the CybCSec icon in the upper left corner of your wallet.
8. Then go to ROAMING
(find It either directly on file explorer or write % appdata% in search box)
9. Select the CybCSec folder, open it and rename wallet.dat (type NEW_wallet.dat)
10. Find BACKUP from EXTERNAL HARDISK, copy it and paste it in the same / correct place.
File name must be wallet.dat. Iif it is called something else rename to wallet.dat
11. Then start the application that you have stored, for example on the desktop
(Remember to PIN WALLET to the taskbar by right click when you have cursor over
CybCSec icon).
12. Let the wallet SYNCRONIZE and DO NOT close computer.
13. Don’t forget to Encrypt (lock) your wallet.
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Alt. 2
Do not have Wallet from previous
1. Download a NEW WALLET from, for example, www.cybcsec.com
Download, open and extract the file, for example, save the file to desktop so it’s easy to find
later.
2. START UP WALLET file (which you downloaded to your desktop) let it start and sync and then
you close it.
3. Then go to ROAMING (% appdata%) select the CybCSec folder named wallet.dat (it is EMPTY)
and rename name to NEW_wallet.dat - VERY IMPORTANT.
4. Go to BACKUP from EXTERNAL HARDISK, copy and paste it into the same / correct place
This dat file from backup is called wallet.dat. if it is called something else rename to wallet.dat
5. START UP CYBCSEC APPLICATIONS, and check if it is PINNED TO THE TASKBAR.
6. LET WALLET SYNC and DO NOT CLOSE COMPUTER!
7. Don’t forget to Encrypt (lock) your wallet.

Basics to remember after you installed
your CybCSec Wallet
1.

Backup your wallet to an internal & external hard drive

2. lf you lose your coins, you cannot get them back!
3. Encrypt (lock) your wallet
4. 	Save your passwords & passphrases somewhere safe
5. 	Never share your passwords or passphrases with anybody
6. Always close your wallet down correctly
7. 	Support the network by staking as much as you can
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